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Drain the Swamp Australia gets penalised by Facebook for discussing these views.
ABOUT OUR PAGE:
Pages like this get the information out, raise pressure for change. Here are some social and
political concerns we believe need to be discussed openly in our Australian democracy.
We need to remove FAKE SCIENCE from deep state interests by taking the science away
from the few. For example our taxes support the science done in University laboratories.
Whatever research scientists do on our money, as they are doing the experiments it should
be uploaded for everyone to view as they are doing it (within the month) and also
contribute back. Start recognising academics as business folks. Currently they produce
consensus science to support whoever is supporting (funding) their faculty. We own and
fund the universities therefore need to get the power back to the people and away from
other interests like big pharma. We need a Citizen's Science Act.
We also need to pass a Digital Rights Act to allow unfettered public comments. (We can
even pay $50 to belong to it.) The postal service used to be a place where we could
communicate with one another without interference from the government or outside
organisations. Interference with mail used to be a punishable offence. Now the likes of
Facebook can push whatever narrative that deep state wants and silence our
communications. That is not a democracy, it is called fascism.
Australia Post could be the Facebook of Australia. It could house public comments without
the current left wing bias of current social media platforms on offer. Our postal service
should be the foundation of communications without interference. Get the UN and 18C out
of our much-needed, open communications for our democracy.
We need a Health Rights Act.
I have a relationship with my doctor. What gets decided in his office about my health is
between him and me. I will not be party to a state-legislated one size fits all health
mandate. Science doesn't work that way, we are not all the same. Everything gets figured
out just between me and my doctor. That is what we need to guarantee as a human right.
As part of this focus on health, any technology for example 5G or mass produced vaccine
needs to go through rigorous testing to prove that it is completely safe before it can be
introduced into the Australian market. There must never be any legal indemnification given
to Governments or manufacturers regard adverse health effects on the population.
Foreign ownership with cultural or economic interests not aligned to the Australian people,
especially of our food-bowls and farms needs to be stopped completely and reversed. We
have always been a trading nation. The UN Lima Declaration we signed, has caused our
farm-gate price to drop, farmers to fall-over and the predator banks to come in behind. We
need to exit the Lima Declaration, restore our manufacturing sector and business sector and
reintroduce tariffs so that our farm-gate would be able to get more than enough to survive.
There is the formula to national prosperity—it starts with the farmer getting what he needs.

We must stop the strangle-hold supermarkets have on our economy. They are the ones
lobbying governments for more migrants, because with more customers they can increase
profits. They are also the reason towns dry up because they syphon the money out of small
towns without putting enough back into the local economy.
Get our people working again and not in the public service but in Industry. Our burgeoning
debt comes from too many people on public welfare, and the public service and not enough
industry stimulus. From every 1,000 people there are 3 business ideas that have legs. We
need to invest our money behind those ideas to support a revitalisation of business and
communities especially post-covid.
The most dangerous pill we swallowed was the handout. One working person now supports
4 that are not. Time to talk about changing that too.
The TPP agreement needs to go. What lunacy to sign our country up to be sued by
multinationals. Secondly it is not acceptable for any government not to disclose to the
public the exact terms of agreements like this. The same goes for any state premier signing
their states up to any agreement with a foreign country. Daniel Andrews signed China’s Belt
& Road Agreement against Federal Government recommendations. He still has not
disclosed the contents to the Federal Government or the Victorian public. Section 44 of our
Constitution requires his immediate resignation.
Our moral crisis comes from an abandonment of the Christian principles that founded this
nation. With Christianity comes personal accountability, caring and giving back to the
community; looking after our neighbour instead of paying our Government to do it badly
and expensively. Governments and institutions can't love—only people can do that.
Socialism and globalism have become the new religions after we allowed the Socialists and
their UN access to our education system. Universities are now tracking upwards of 70%
Socialists in most Humanities areas...they train our teachers and our media and maintain a
toxic culture of Political Correctness and anti-democracy. UNESCO has open slather into our
schools. These are organisations started by Communists. The Australia public never voted to
belong to the UN which is now a foreign power. They should have no influence into our
education systems. Nor should the health arm of the UN, The WHO have the influence they
do into our health regulatory bodies.
The UN mandates and agreements have found their ways into our Courts without going
through due Parliamentary processes. Our Courts and administration is being influenced by
Soros’ Open Society Foundation, Common Good training. The same training UK Police
received that caused the blinding to the UK Muslim rape gangs. Cultural considerations in
our Courts from the UN Migrant Agreement influences the legal framework. Our Courts and
legal processes are compromised.
We need a return to the Constitution of Australia and a review of the Australia Act that
never went to referendum. We the people of Australia no longer make all the laws, this is
wrong for a sovereign nation.

Halal Certification is not the issue, Islam is the issue and in its current form does not belong
in the West. It is a totalitarian ideology that can only result in Australia having to hand over
territory to intractable followers globally known as “separatists”. Nor is "Pluralism" an
acceptable outcome for any group of migrants whose religious mandate is not to integrate
or to adopt our culture of gender equality.
One last thing...our admins are Centre Conservative voters according to the ABCs "Vote
Compass"—not Left, nor Right—and from what we can work out...the growing voice of
Australia's silent majority.

